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Nz v lions 2005 1st test

Preamble: Sir Clive Woodward has managed to annoy most of Wales with his team selection, but can he upset the All Blacks? Bookies don't think so, with most offering nothing more than evens on the home side completing a 3-0 series shutout. In the not at all humble opinion of this
pumped hack, however, the Lions have a great chance. Or, to be more precise, they have the best chances they could have with available players. Because Woodward got his selection right (the only exceptions being the absurd inclusion of Will Greenwood, whose place on the bench
should have gone to Gavin Henson, even if the Welsh star's stroppiness is sometimes a liability, or Tom Shanklin). Granted, a semi-convincing case could be made to include Donnacha O'Callaghan or Andy Sheridan in the team before, say, Richard Hill and Danny Grewcock, but as with
other so-called close calls, if anyone thinks Geordan Murphy, Shane Williams or Ronan O'Gara deserved to be anywhere other than on the dirt track, they are more ill-advised than a clown. New Zealand: 15 Leon MacDonald, 14 Doug Howlett, 13 Tana Umaga (captain), 12 Aaron Mauger,
11 Sitiveni Sivivatu, 10 Daniel Carter, 9 Justin Marshall, 8 Rodney So'oialo, 7 Richie McCaw, 6 Jerry Collins, 5 Ali Williams, 4 Chris Jack, 3 Carl Hayman, 2 Keven Mealamu, 1 Tony Woodcock. Replacements: 16 Derren Witcombe, 17 Greg Somerville, 18 Jono Gibbes, 19 Sione Lauaki, 20
Byron Kelleher, 21 Rico Gear, 22 Mils Muliaina. British and Irish Lions: 15 Jason Robinson (England), 14 Josh Lewsey (England), 13 Brian O'Driscoll (Ireland, Captain), 12 Jonny Wilkinson (England), 11 Gareth Thomas (Wales), 10 Stephen Jones (Wales), 9 Dwayne Peel (Wales), 8 Martin
Corry (England), 7 Neil Back (England), 6 Richard Hill (England), 5 Ben Kay (England), 4 Paul O'Connell (Ireland), 3 Julian White (England) , 2 Shane Byrne (Ireland), 1 Gethin Jenkins (Wales). Replacements: 16 Steve Thompson (England), 17 Graham Rowntree (England), 18 Danny
Grewcock (England), 19 Ryan Jones (Wales), 20 Matt Dawson (England), 21 Will Greenwood (England), 22 Shane Horgan (Ireland). Venue: Jade Stadium, Christchurch Referee: Joel Jutge (France) Touch Judges: Andrew Cole, Stuart Dickinson (both Australia) Television Match Official:
Scott Young (Australia)7.56 Brendan Mulcahy, for his part, disagrees with me: You need to read Richard Williams, Paul. Can you imagine the factionalism that Woodward generates in his touring party? The alienation of the Celts at home is clear to everyone to see. Woodward doesn't
understand. The Lions tour is a diferent concept. His strident, Anglo-centric, win-at-all-cost attitude breeds ugly rugby and an unhealthy level of stress for his players. has the human qualities to make a fine tour captain, but will never flourish under the guidance of a monomaniac like
Woodward. Think of Antoine's afeard angel in the face of Caesar's doggedness, if your Shakespeare extends so far. Believe me, the Celtic Celts support the Kiwis to a man. Is this a success for Sir Clive? I bet Harry Redknapp is in black this morning too. Sorry Brendan, but this is not a Ba-
down tour: winning is what it's all about. And I notice that you haven't said which team to choose you have a problem with. Give me details or give me silence.8.04am: Out trampling gladiators at a tumultuous reception! Things that tingle the spine! Or something like that. Looks like about
49% of the crowd is made up of very uncomposed lions fans - roaring like maniacs... but this soon stops when the dirge who is the power of the four interferes. 8.06am: Denis Shiels is far too angry for this hour of the morning: Woodward made the right selections, except for O'Driscoll's
choice as captain, because he is 'too nice'. So if or when the Lions lose, we can blame him on the captain's political choice. I'd really stop drinking what you're doing, it makes you say funny things. The main quality that a leader must ask is the respect of his team. O'Driscoll has earned it, in
abundance. This is certainly not the time for slag off individual players, even before they have played a test. Anyway, what's wrong with being a good guy? That doesn't mean it's sweet. As an incredibly nice guy myself, Denis, I recognize their immense qualities; however, a warior must have
a touch of savagery, a trait that leaves everything around him now it is not above low blows if that is what is needed. Johnson had it, the potato raging had it, and Woodward has it.1 min: It's showtime! Wilkinson lofts kick-off in the hands of Chris Jack. Immediately, the All Blacks win a
penalty deep in their own half; Marshall runs it, and the All Black wave is set in motion... Carter arrows a smart kick into the corner... Sivivatu on hunting .... The ball hits the flag just before the flying Fijian could pounce! A pass for the Lions - impressive start by the All Blacks.2 minutes: Oh
my God. O'Driscoll is injured. Mealamu seemed to catch him, but the replay is unclear - but the captain appears seriously injured, lying motionless on the floor as several doctors take care of him. It's been stretched. And on comes Will Greenwood ... as I said: oh my God. Could there have
been a worse start?3 minutes: Robinson takes a long kick from McDonald and leaves ... is engulfed by a powerful crowd ... 4 minutes: First lineout lions and Shane Byrne, who probably dipped Thompson to the starting lineup because of the accuracy of his throw, throws it over for McCaw
to claim. 5 Mins: Sterling Stuff of Lions B I! Peel hit a quick penalty and went on a winding tha run gained about 20 the All Blacks turned around and Marshall tried to give a clear kick from inside his own 22... but Corry loaded it down... Howlett managed to snaffle the ball before the Byrne
paddling could touch it down 7 minutes:: New Zealand's 3-0 Lions Wilkinson makes a heroic try to save tackle! Who said his shoulder couldn't handle the impact? The Kiwis were romp forward at speed and had several men on the right ... but Wilkinson cracked Howlett, preventing him from
unloading. However, a Lion had come from the side earlier in the movement, so Carter is given a single penalty from almost right in front of the posts to get the home side off the mark. 10 minutes: O'Connell in the sin bin Robinson gathers on his own line under intense pressure from
Sivivatu ... All Blacks stack in as the LIons try to recycle it.... they caught the turnover ... Mealamu charges for the line ... is shot, but discharges to Marshall ... O'Connell gets offside for the bulldozer - he stopped a certain try and referee Fench issues the yellow card. Lions up to 14, and only
one of them is Irish. Never a good equation. 11 minutes: New Zealand 6 - 0 Lions Carter pushes the penalty with ease. 11 minutes: Carter dances beyond the winning line as Wilkinson claws to straws... but as he carries down on the try line, Carter drops the ball forward! 15 minutes: As the
rain gets bogged down in the ground like a crazy suicide bomber, the Lions are under fierce pressure. The All Blacks are camping in their 22s and it just seems a matter of time before they cross the Lions' defence... 17 minutes: New Zealand sweep from one side of the field to the other and
this is Sivivatu, who drives to the corner ... but Robinson and Lewsey combine to push him into touch within an inch of the line! 18 minutes: Ryan Jones trots on for Richard Hill as Byrne throws a lineout two yards from his own line.... it is Jones who claims it and works it back to his boyfriend
Wales and namesake Stephen ... that wellies it clear ... 20 minutes: Greenwood hangs deep in his own 22 and is rattled by Howlett... Jones makes a desperate release 22 minutes: A rare foray into all black territory by the 14 Lions ... but MacDonald collects Wilkinson's kick and hits it back...
Paul O'Connell finally returns: only three points conceded in his absence must count as a Lions feat. 24 minutes: New Zealand 11 - 0 Lions Jones cross field kick to Lewsey is plcuked out of the air by Umaga, who throws it inside MacDonald... who mounts two tackles and gains 40 meters ...
before Ryan Jones contacted me. But Byrne overturns again ... Ali Williams catches and limits through Stephen Jones on the line for the first try of the match! A self-inflicted injury for the Lions. Carter misses the conversion near the touchline. 25 minutes: New Zealand are creeping, forward
at will ... until Howlett tries to flea and hunt, but he kicks directly into Greenwood's arms... a momentary reprieve without a doubt... 26 minutes: Lions for once steal a Kiwi lineout ... and we're treated to the stage Shane Byrne dashing past Howlett on the line! The ogre-like kicks for the end
area and gives desperate hunting... But Howlett recovers and carries the ball over the touchline, five yards from New Zealand. 28 minutes: Sensational tackle by Umaga on Lewsey ... he hit the man of England like a juggernaut and and turning him in the air! 31 minutes: As with most of the



tour, there was absolutely no cohesion in the lions midfield, but that, of course, is partly due to the loss of O'Driscoll. But they will have to become more fluid if they want to make incursions into Kiwi territory. 32 minutes: Jack claims another line-out for New Zealand: he and Williams are the
lord on the Lions in this set-piece... 33 minutes: What a let go! As the All Blacks burned again forward, Umaga chipped in the end zone and Sivivatu and Gareth Thomas rushed to be first on the ball... that bounced weirdly just like Sivivatu was about to touch it down! It's an abandonment of
22! 36 minutes: McCaw hits midfield ... Lions pile up to try to set up an attack platform... Ali Williams charges offside to tackle Peel... Lions penalty from 42 metres. Can Wilkinson get tourists out of the brand? Lol He falls short. Horlicks.39 mins: Now it's Lewsey turns to hit on: the All Blacks
get a scrum just inside the Lions half. He worked back to Carter, who crossed the win line before being devoured by Gethin Jenkins. Halftime: Things go wrong for the Lions. Losing O'Driscoll in the first minute didn't help. Although losing Richard Hill about ten minutes later probably did,
since his replacement Ryan Jones was one of the few tourists to make an impact. The All Blacks are the lord in the lineout, and in the looser look stronger, faster and more creative. The tackles were missed, Stepehen Jones' kicks were capricious and Wilkinson missed his only set-right kick.
The Lions are simply overwhelmed. They are lucky to be only 11 down. In an unrelated case, please allow to tell when a man gets up at 7am on a Saturday morning, turns off his senses to endure the grime and torpor of central London, and parks his tired skin in a cramped and stuffy office,
he likes to think it's for a reason. So if anyone reads this, could they please email me to let me know? Thank you. Oh, and make a good one. 41 minutes: Corry claims Carter's kick ... then, usually for this game, it loses ... but So'oialo strikes then. 42 minutes: First lineout of the second half...
and the Lions lose him again! Shocking stuff. And here's other news that's not good: it's been confirmed that O'Driscoll has a dislocated shoulder and is out of the rest of the tour. Evens for a whitening series begins to look generous.44 minutes: New Zealand 14 - 0 Lions O'Connell, who has
a stinker, illegally transports Jack to the line-up. Carter sets up the penalty at home.45 In the same way that it is intriguing that each of my pre-match calls was terribly wrong, it is fascinating that the Lions had possession for a whole minute and managed to work their way 70 yards back... 46
minutes: New Zealand 21 - 0 Lions Fabulous try! Mauger breaks the winning line, then feeds Umaga who loads past Greenwood and around the 22nd ... then launches a superb superb go wide to Sivivatu.. who skinned Lewsey, Thomas and Robinson and planted the ball down. Carter
converts. And at this point, I'd like to introduce you to some of my new friends: Here's someone I promise I didn't do: I'm reading your avid column. I refuse to own a TV, so your erudite comment is welcome. I'm probably the only New Zealander not stuck to a set. I hope the ABs win, but the
Lions will have a moment of glory. Don't mention my name. Keep up the good work. And here is Peter Warne, a gentleman and a scholar: You do it for a reason. It's for people like me who dragged themselves from their beds to the tv at 9:00 a.m. to find out that Canal - shows it on
subscription only. Reading your comment is like watching a slow, steady but growing train accident - I'm sure other reading have also been hit dumb (or numb) by horror, horror. Thank you Peter: and I assure you it can only get worse. The Lions are absolutely annihilated.48 minutes: Angla
White says: Hey hon, a little more positivity would be nice. That's right Angela ... and if I were a New Zealander, I would have no trouble in summoning it. But I am not and the people who represent me are beaten beyond recognition. Oh look, they won a penalty! And Wilkinson hammers him
into kiwi 22. As the hailstones begin to fall! 53 minsNew Zealand 21 - 3 Lions Joy unrefined! After applying some pressure in the Kiwi 22 for the first time in the match, the Lions won a penalty. They are 21 points down with less than half an hour to go - so they choose to kick for three. Things
have been catastrophic for the Lions so far, but surely Wilkinson can't miss that from just under the posts? No, he can't. 55 minutes; Lions changes: on trampling Thompson, Grewcock and Horgan for Thompson, Kay and Robinson. It's as close as Clive Woodward will ever come to admit
that he missed his team selection early. 59 minutes: Little fight between Julian White and Jerry Collins. The referee comes and says simply, Hey boys, keep your self-control. George Reid knows how to get published: You're doing a fabulous job. As a liberal guardian of the pinko left and
commie-loving, I refuse to add my few groats to Mr. Murdoch's inflated millions. Otherwise, how can I follow my beloved ABs if you have not volunteered disintegated at an unholy hour, also to relay the carnage. And live, too! A lament by James Milne: I'm gutted. I have tickets to the game at
Eden Park in two weeks. As an AB supporter, I was expecting a competition. How could a team that had 1000 caps between them make as many basic mistakes as a team We had heard that the Lions would have some surprises. However, they left me absolutely amazed and stunned.
SCW must try to put New Zealand to sleep in a false sense of self-confidence. 60 minutes: New Zealand grind forward again, not quite as commonly as before, but that's probably because there's a monsoon out there and players are starting to sink into the like revelers at Glastonbury. Matt
Brett talks: After waiting an hour in the rain until midnight in Vancouver Canada to be told that the bar had reached its capacity, I'm reduced to watching the game on the Internet - thank God I saved my $15 and I'm not currently drinking in a crowded bar with jubilant kiwis!! It looks terrible -
I'm glad I don't watch the humiliation..... I'm sorry for my brother who's in Christchurch watching the massacre as it happens. I am telling you, if Amnesty International were up on its own, they would ask that this match be stopped immediately for humanitarian reasons. 61 minutes: In keeping
with today's theme, I just had another desperately fake call: the All Blacks just romp forward with supreme ease... and only a last-ditch tackle by Peel, of all the people, on Howlett, thwarted an additional humiliation. 63 minutes: Paul Karulius opens a cane of verse: Just out of morbid
curiosity can you tell me which lion plays the worst? Hmm. Remembering Angela's call that I be positive, let me start by saying Ryan Jones was probably the best. Shane Byrne got away with it because his throw was unusually dismal, Ben Kay was completely anonymous. While this is not
really possible, Wikinson and Greenwood have made excellent incarnations of gaping voids. I could go on. 64 minutes: The All Blacks lose their front row, but Peel's return to Horgan is wonky, and Horgan's kick finds him touching just six yards from his own line. 66 minutes: Pernickety
Morian Rees scoffs: Monsoon? Who's got the number one on their back, Tendulker? We're just going to say it's raining really, really, really hard. 69 minutes: After sustained pressure in their own 22, Corry regains possession and tries a quixote charge forward ... and is thrown to the ground
by Marshall. A stop in the room that the Englishman receives treatment. 70 minutes: Jack wins yet another line-out - he was quite dominant out there - and the All Blacks get a maul going... then suddenly sweep wide ... and Ryan Jones is penalized for an illegal tackle. Penalty of about 30
meters. Will they kick or run? 71 minutes: Carter's penalty is pitiful - perhaps the first all-black error of the match, and that is certainly mitigated by increasingly brutal time. 72 minutes: Proof they are at the coast, the All Blacks take Umaga. For the Lions, Dawson scampers on for the
disappointing Peel.73 minutes: The lions wood forward without imagination... and Mealamu intercepts and sprints forward ... he kicks past Horgan ... but the ball bobbles offside before he can cling to it... 74 minutes: As Chris Jack is named man of the match, Andy Read asks 3s 21 goes 7 ...
Are the Kiwis 7 times better or the Lions 7 times worse? Both, of course. Although in fairness, the All Blacks could score more. And the Lions are lucky enough to have noted three: they simply offered nothing - nothing - in the future. 80 minutes: The All Blacks wheel a Lions scrum as the
hooter rings: blows the ball out of the game and the crowd at home roars. An emphatic victory. It's hard to see how the Lions can get away with this mauling for the rest of the series. That's my lot. Thanks to all of you who followed this, especially those who sent emails - sorry for not being
able to print them all: I was very busy. I hope the LIons will also apologize. It was a really miserable performance. Woodward is in dire need of a Plan B. But is he capable of concocting such a thing? thing?
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